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INTRODUCTION

In “correlated electron” metals, the interactions between conduction
electrons are strong and, at low temperatures, can drive spontaneous
self-organization into ordered states, such as superconductivity and various types of magnetic order. This is analogous to the self-organization
of atoms into crystals when a liquid solidifies, but arguably with a
wider range of possibilities due to the enhanced role of the effects
of quantum mechanics. One particularly intriguing possibility is
that, solely through the effects of electron-electron interactions, a
preferred direction of conduction is established. This occurs when
electronic order with twofold rotation symmetry (C2 symmetry) is
established on an otherwise fourfold rotationally symmetric (C4
symmetry) lattice, as is suspected or demonstrated to occur in cuprate
(1, 2) and iron-based superconductors (3, 4), a nematic quantum Hall
state in GaAs two-dimensional (2D) electron gases (5, 6), the hidden
order phase of URu2Si2 (7), and the superconductivity of CuxBi2Se3 (8). It
has been suspected for a well-known electronic phase in Sr3Ru2O7 (9–11).
Apart from cataloging possible types of order, it is also of broad
interest to understand the general conditions under which electronic
order can occur. In metals such as copper, the interaction energy is
low compared with the zero-point kinetic energy of the charge carriers, and no ordered state is observed down to the lowest temperatures
measured so far. In many cuprates, interactions are very strong, and
the resulting ordered phases condense at relatively high temperatures and are robust against perturbation. This robustness is useful
for applications but a hindrance for understanding: External stimuli,
such as laboratory-accessible magnetic fields and pressures, do not
have much effect. Sr3Ru2O7 lies between these extremes. Electronic
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correlations are strong, as evidenced by a large mass renormalization
and Wilson ratio (12, 13), inelastic neutron scattering data (14), and
the induction of localized spin density wave order by certain impurities (15, 16). However, the electronic order that results is fragile. It does
not appear at ambient pressure and magnetic field but instead only in
a narrow window of applied fields near 8 T (10).
Electrical conduction in Sr3Ru2O7 takes place mainly in Ru–O
bilayers. Interlayer coupling leads to substantial bilayer splitting of
parts of the electronic structure, but the bilayers are weakly coupled,
and the Fermi surfaces are quasi-2D (12, 17). When magnetic field is
applied along the c axis (perpendicular to the Ru–O bilayers), a metamagnetic transition (a field-induced jump in the magnetization) occurs
at around 8 T. In moderately clean samples, with residual resistivity
~1 microhm·cm and above, it is a single transition. Metamagnetic transitions are first-order; however, the critical end point of this transition is
located at ~0 K (18), making it a quantum critical end point. In samples
with residual resistivity below 1 microhm·cm, the metamagnetic
transition splits into two first-order transitions, at ≈7.9 and ≈8.1 T,
and an ordered phase, marked by enhanced resistivity, occurs in their
vicinity and below 1.1 K (9, 10). In other words, soft modes associated
with the quantum critical end point appear to nudge the system into
an ordered state, and the precise connection between the quantum criticality and condensation of order has been the subject of considerable
study (19–23). This ordered state can be strongly modified by laboratoryaccessible magnetic fields and modest uniaxial pressures, as shown here.
This perturbability and the extremely low disorder (micrometer-scale
mean free paths are achievable) make Sr3Ru2O7 an ideal system for study.
Two key observations suggest that the ordered phase spontaneously
breaks the tetragonal symmetry of the lattice. One is that the resistivity
enhancement in the phase is around 100% in the absence of in-plane
magnetic fields. This is a strikingly large value and suggests an additional
elastic scattering channel, which could be walls between domains of different orientations of the order (10, 24). The other observation is that,
within the phase, a modest in-plane magnetic field, applied along a
〈100〉 lattice direction, induces strong resistive anisotropy between the
(100) and (010) directions (that is, the x and y directions), suggesting
reorientation of either the order itself or the domain walls (9, 11). (We
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A major area of interest in condensed matter physics is the way electrons in correlated electron materials can selforganize into ordered states, and a particularly intriguing possibility is that they spontaneously choose a
preferred direction of conduction. The correlated electron metal Sr3Ru2O7 has an anomalous phase at low temperatures that features strong susceptibility toward anisotropic transport. This susceptibility has been thought to
indicate a spontaneous anisotropy, that is, electronic order that spontaneously breaks the point-group symmetry
of the lattice, allowing weak external stimuli to select the orientation of the anisotropy. We investigate further by
studying the response of Sr3Ru2O7 in the region of phase formation to two fields that lift the native tetragonal
symmetry of the lattice: in-plane magnetic field and orthorhombic lattice distortion through uniaxial pressure. The
response to uniaxial pressure is surprisingly strong: Compressing the lattice by ~0.1% induces an approximately
100% transport anisotropy. However, neither the in-plane field nor the pressure phase diagrams are qualitatively
consistent with spontaneous symmetry reduction. Instead, both are consistent with a multicomponent order
parameter that is likely to preserve the point-group symmetry of the lattice, but is highly susceptible to perturbation.
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RESULTS

Uniaxial pressure
Previous research has shown that hydrostatic pressure increases the
metamagnetic transition fields of Sr3Ru2O7 (37, 38), whereas uniaxial
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pressure along the c axis reduces the transition fields and eventually
induces ferromagnetism (39). In-plane uniaxial pressure experiments
have not been reported, although a theoretical study found that nematic
transitions may show first-order Griffiths wings in the presence of
applied anisotropy (40).
We used a piezoelectric-based apparatus that can both compress and
tension test samples (41). Samples were prepared as beams and secured
with epoxy across a gap of width ~1 mm. Piezoelectric actuators strained
the sample by minutely varying the width of this gap. An image and a
schematic of a mounted sample are shown in Fig. 1. High strain
homogeneity is important to keep transitions reasonably narrow as
strain is applied; thus, samples were prepared with high length-to-width
and length-to-thickness aspect ratios to reduce end effects. In addition,
the bonding to the sample ends was (approximately) symmetric between
the upper and lower surfaces; asymmetry could cause the sample to
bend as pressure is applied, imposing a strain gradient across the
sample thickness (41).
Because the center of the sample is free, the transverse strains are set
by the Poisson’s ratios of Sr3Ru2O7. Compression along a, for example, induces expansion along b; thus, the applied strain induces
strong orthorhombic distortion. Both the neutron scattering peaks
and transport data indicate 〈100〉 (that is, Ru–O–Ru bond directions)
principal axes for the strong C2 susceptibility of the phase: Within the
phase, an in-plane field along (100) induces strong resistive anisotropy
between the (100) and (010) directions, whereas a (110) field induces
very little (110)/(11 0) anisotropy. Therefore, samples were cut (and
the pressure was applied) along 〈100〉 directions. Three samples were
strained and yielded consistent results. They were cut from the same
crystal because our aim was to test our results against variability of
the mounting conditions, rather than crystal-to-crystal variability. The parent crystal has previously been thoroughly characterized with transport,
magnetization, and de Haas–van Alphen experiments (42).
Six electrical contacts were made to each sample, as illustrated in
Fig. 1A. Longitudinal resistivity raa was measured by running current
through contacts 1 and 2 and measuring voltage between contacts 5
and 6 or between contacts 3 and 4. The zero-field residual resistivity
of the samples was found to be ≈0.5 microhm·cm. A qualitative measure of the transverse resistivity, rbb, was obtained for two samples by
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Fig. 1. Sample setup for strain tuning. (A and B) Schematic illustration and image
of a mounted sample. Strain was applied by minutely varying the gap width d.
(C) raa against Hc, where H = (0, 0, Hc), of a zero-strain reference sample, and
strained sample (Smpl) #3 mounted in the strain apparatus and tuned to near-zero
strain. T ≈ 300 mK.
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work throughout this paper with tetragonal notation for Sr3Ru2O7,
where the 〈100〉 directions are the Ru–O–Ru bond directions. In reality, Sr3Ru2O7 has a slight orthorhombicity, with 〈110〉 principal axes
(25–27). However, electrical transport in zero field has been found to
be isotropic to high precision (28); thus, for simplicity, we refer to
Sr3Ru2O7 as tetragonal.) Motivated by these observations, the phase
has been considered a candidate for nematic order (that is, the pointgroup symmetry of the lattice is lifted but translation symmetry is preserved), and several models for nematic Fermi surface distortions in
Sr3Ru2O7 have been proposed (29–33).
A recent landmark neutron scattering study reported the discovery
of spin density wave order within the phase: There are scattering peaks
at (±q, 0, 0) and (0, ±q, 0), with q incommensurate and taking on slightly
different values above and below the second metamagnetic transition
(at 8.1 T) (34). The observed phase boundaries are in agreement with
those seen in transport and thermodynamic studies (10). Most of the
models for nematicity in Sr3Ru2O7 are based on q = 0 interorbital
and intraorbital interactions, and although it remains possible that
these interactions play an important role in phase formation, the neutron data establish that q ≠ 0 interactions are also present.
A clear understanding of the possible electronically induced C4 to C2
symmetry reduction is of broad importance because of the growing
range of materials (some of which are listed above) where it is likely
to occur. An essential question is to distinguish between a large but finite
susceptibility toward C2 symmetry (meaning that small but nonvanishing symmetry-breaking fields induce strong anisotropy), which
in principle is possible with a C4-symmetric ground state, and truly
spontaneous C2 symmetry. This can be technically difficult: It is clear
from existing knowledge of Sr3Ru2O7 that if the anomalous phase
region is spontaneously C2-symmetric, then it must generally contain
domains of both possible orientations (9), and a noninfinitesimal applied field might be required to fully orient all the domains. However,
it is important to precisely probe this question, both for general
understanding and to constrain microscopic theories for Sr3Ru2O7.
The neutron study does not address this question because the scattering
peaks could arise from either separate domains of (100)- and (010)oriented spin density waves, or their microscopic coexistence. Thermodynamic measurements do not offer a definitive resolution either:
Although the transition into the phase as the temperature is reduced
is well established to be second-order (10, 35, 36), indicating a broken
symmetry, it could be the translation symmetry breaking, as indicated
by the neutron data, and not necessarily C4 to C2 symmetry.
Here, we investigate using two complementary probes that lift the
native tetragonal symmetry of the lattice. First, we apply both compressive and tensile in-plane uniaxial pressure to induce orthorhombic
lattice distortion. We find that small lattice distortions can markedly
enhance the phase. Second, for a gentler and more precise perturbation,
we use a vector magnet to study the response to modest, precisely controllable in-plane fields, paying particular attention to the investigation
of field training and hysteretic effects. The results place strong constraints on the energetics of possible domain formation, and yield phase
diagrams pointing to a multicomponent order parameter that might
not break the C4 point-group symmetry of the lattice.
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Fig. 2. Strain-tuning results. (A) Longitudinal resistivity raa against the c-axis
field for sample #3, at a series of applied strains eaa. H = (0, 0, Hc), T ≈ 300 mK.
The measurement configuration is shown on the top right. (B) Transverse response for the same sample. V46 is the voltage between contacts 4 and 6; VBG
is the background, which is determined by fits to V46 outside the region of phase
formation; and I35 is the current between contacts 3 and 5. (Contact numbering is
shown in Fig. 1A.)

and for ordinary metals it is typically the dominant contribution (44).
The elastoresistance can be higher in narrow-band metals (where the
overlap between orbitals on adjacent sites is weak, and can be highly
perturbable), and in materials with strong electronic correlations (4).
Sr3Ru2O7 is known to be both narrow-band and strongly correlated, which
is consistent with the observation of (1/R)dR/deaa ~ 20 far from the phase:
a much smaller elastoresistance than within the phase, but still large. Note
that the elastoresistance is nearly zero at 7.6 and 9.2 T, a feature that appears
as crossing points in Fig. 2A. The data in Fig. 4B show that, at these fields,
raa is nearly strain-independent for |eaa| up to ~0.1%. This appears to
reflect a balance between the positive elastoresistance outside the phase
and the strongly negative elastoresistance within, and it will be interesting to more carefully examine these points in the future.
Vector field
Another way to lift C4 symmetry is with a vector magnetic field, H =
(Ha, Hb, Hc). Recently published vector field results showed that the
high susceptibility to in-plane fields of the A phase is shared by the B
phase (28). The vector magnet used in both that study and in the present
work can apply Hc to 8.5 T, simultaneously with √(Ha2 + Hb2) up to
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passing current through contacts 3 and 5 and measuring voltage between contacts 4 and 6. It is only qualitative because (i) the current flow
is not homogeneous, so the measured voltage has some dependence
on raa, and (ii) uncertainty in the true contact geometry prevented
accurate calculations to extract rbb. In addition, on one sample, a strong
field-dependent but strain-independent background appeared in the
transverse response, which was later found to originate in vibration of
the transverse leads.
Figure 1C shows raa against the c-axis field for a zero-strain
reference sample, cut from the same original crystal as the strained
samples and mounted on flexible wires to avoid thermal stresses. raa
of a strained sample is also shown, with the strain adjusted to match
the reference as closely as possible. Phase formation occurs between
7.9 and ≈8.6 T. The lower boundary coincides with the first metamagnetic transition. There is a clear resistive anomaly associated
with the second metamagnetic transition at ≈8.1 T, which separates
regions of the phase denoted A and B. The existence of the B region is
indicated by transport, thermal expansion, and neutron scattering
measurements (28, 34, 36); however, the thermodynamic signatures
of phase formation are much weaker than those of the A region (43).
Figure 2A shows raa of a strained sample at T ≈ 300 mK at a series
of applied longitudinal strains eaa. The origin of the strain scale is
determined through comparison with the reference, to within an estimated error of ±0.01% strain. (See Materials and Methods for further
discussion of error in the strain.) eaa was incremented at 7 T, outside the
field range for phase formation. This is important because if there is
spontaneous symmetry breaking, then varying eaa while within the
phase could induce metastable domain configurations. The data show
that, under compression, raa increases strongly and that the field range
of raa enhancement expands. Under 0.2% compression, phase formation, as identified by enhanced raa, extends from 7.7 to 9.3 T. On
the other hand, a tension of only 0.05% eliminates the phase-induced
enhancement of raa.
The transverse response (after background subtraction) is shown in Fig.
2B. It increases strongly when the sample is tensioned, which indicates
strongly increased rbb: Although the transverse response is also affected
by raa, raa is suppressed to a nearly constant base value under strong
tension, and so cannot account for this response. In summary, compression along a increases raa, and tension along a increases rbb.
Contour plots of the longitudinal and transverse responses are
shown in Fig. 3 (A and B, respectively); contour plots for another
strained sample are shown in the Supplementary Materials. The longitudinal and transverse responses approximately mirror each other,
and for each, there is a region of strongly enhanced response that
indicates phase formation. Taking a fixed contour level as an approximate criterion for the boundaries of these regions yields the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 3C. A notable feature of Fig. 3C is the existence of
a region of overlap, with a maximum width of ≈0.08% strain. This
overlap suggests that the order has two components that can be simultaneously nonzero, which is evidence for a multicomponent order
parameter. This is covered more thoroughly in Discussion.
We conclude our presentation of strain-tuning data by showing the
effect of strain over a wider field range in Fig. 4A. Outside the phase
formation region, the strain response is nearly linear over the applied
strain range; thus, the normalized linear elastoresistance, (1/R)dR/deaa,
determined at eaa = 0, is plotted in the figure. The change in sample
dimensions yields a geometric contribution to the elastoresistance even
when the resistivity does not change. For isotropic materials with
Poisson’s ratio n, this geometric contribution is 1 + 2n, typically ~2,
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Fig. 4. Elastoresistance. (A) Elastoresistance (1/R)dR/de against magnetic field
for sample #1. H = (0, 0, Hc), T ≈ 300 mK. (B) raa against strain at 7.6 and 9.2 T.
At these fields, raa is nearly independent of strain over a wide range of strain.
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Fig. 3. Strain-tuning contour plots. (A and B) Contour plots of the longitudinal and
transverse response, respectively, of sample #3 as a function of c-axis magnetic field and
sample strain. H = (0, 0, Hc), T ≈ 300 mK. (C) Outlines of the regions of enhanced raa and rbb.
For convenience, these outlines are taken as the contour level indicated by the heavy black
line in the scale bar. The dashed line is the cusp in the resistance versus field curves, which at
zero strain is associated with the second metamagnetic transition. The error bar on the x axis
indicates the error in our determination of zero strain. Although this phase diagram indicates
a small asymmetry about zero strain that suggests spontaneous C4 symmetry breaking, it
should be treated with care. Within error, the measurement is consistent with C4 symmetry
being respected at zero strain, and previous measurements on entirely strain-free samples
have shown C4-symmetric transport in the absence of in-plane magnetic fields (11, 28).
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0.9 T, allowing the field angle to be swept across a range ≈ arctan
(0.9/8.5) − arctan(−0.9/8.5) = 12°. Samples were mounted on a
mechanical rotator to allow the sample c axis to be shifted relative to
this accessible range.
Three samples were measured in the vector magnet: a high–aspect
ratio sample optimized for sensitivity to raa and two octagonal samples.
The octagonal shape provides shape symmetry between the a and b axes
as well as between the 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 directions, to avoid biasing possible domain structures (45). All samples were mounted on flexible
wires to avoid strain effects. We present data from the octagons, although our conclusions are supported by all three samples independently. The contact configuration for the octagonal samples is
illustrated in Fig. 5. An a-axis resistance is measured by applying a
current through contacts 1 and 5 and measuring the voltage between
contacts 2 and 4 or between contacts 8 and 6. Rotating the current
and voltage contacts by 90° yields a b-axis resistance. With this geometry, the current flow is not perfectly homogeneous; thus, the measured
a-axis resistance has some dependence on rbb, and vice versa. However,
whether a prominent feature is primarily due to a change in raa or rbb
becomes unambiguous because of the shape symmetry of the sample.
We start with a field rotation study: Raa = (V2 − V4)/I15 and Rbb =
(V4 − V6)/I37 were measured while rotating H about c at a fixed polar
angle q = 6°. Results are shown in Fig. 5. Both quantities are found to
vary smoothly and approximately as cos(2ϕ). Field rotation studies
on the high–aspect ratio sample for q between 1° and 10.5° similarly
showed a smooth dependence of raa on ϕ, approximately proportional
to cos(2ϕ) for q below ~8°.
This smooth dependence of Raa and Rbb on ϕ does not match
naïve expectations for an Ising-type C2-symmetric order parameter,
for which sharp steps are expected when the orientation of the order
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Fig. 5. Vector field sample configuration and resistance against f. (Top) Sample and electrical contact configuration for the octagonal samples. (Bottom) Raa
and Rbb against f, with q fixed at 6° and m0|H| fixed at 7.83 T. Raa = (V2 − V4)/I15 and
Rbb = (V4 − V6)/I37.

flips. However, if order of this type is broken up into domains, then
the reorientation of individual domains may yield a series of smaller
steps, known in ferromagnets as Barkhausen jumps, rather than a
single large step. If domains are very small, then individual steps might
not be visible at all, but thermal or quantum fluctuations of the domain
orientation may yield observable excess noise, such as that reported in
YBa2Cu3O6+x (46, 47). Our measurements on Sr3Ru2O7 resolved
neither Barkhausen-like jumps nor excess noise. This is notable evidence
against an Ising-type C2-symmetric order, especially because the very
low disorder of the sample means that a fine-scale domain structure
is not generally expected. However, this evidence is not conclusive on
its own because it might be an issue of experimental resolution.
The cos(2ϕ) form of Raa and Rbb is consistent with a quadratic coupling to the in-plane field. In the absence of in-plane ferromagnetism,
the response to the in-plane field should be symmetric with respect to
the sign of the field; thus, for small in-plane fields where a lowest-order
expansion applies, one generally expects Raa = Raa,0 + aHa2 + bHb2 =
Raa,0 + H2(a cos2ϕ + b sin2ϕ) cos2q, where Raa,0 is the resistance with
Ha = Hb = 0, and a and b are coupling constants. A cos 2ϕ variation of
Raa results when a ≠ b.
To complement the strain data shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we mapped
Raa and Rbb against Ha and Hc (keeping Hb = 0). Raa was measured
while sweeping |H| through the phase at fixed q, and then Rbb was
measured in a second |H| sweep at the same q. q was incremented
outside the field range of phase formation, to minimize the chances
of creating metastable domain structures in the case of a spontaneously C2-symmetric order. Results of measurements at nine nonzero
values of q are shown in Fig. 6, and contour plots of Raa and Rbb are
presented in Fig. 7A. The vector field and strain measurements are
complementary, because although achievable strains can much more
strongly perturb the phase than the in-plane field, the transitions are
sharper in the vector field data; thus, the overlap region identified in
Brodsky et al. Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1501804
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μ
Fig. 6. Resistance against q and |H|. Raa and Rbb against |H| at various field
angles q = tan-1(Ha/Hc). Hb = 0, T = 100 mK. The phase boundaries are determined
by the changes in slope, illustrated as an example for q = 10°.

the strain data might be resolved more clearly in the vector field data.
The transitions can be readily identified by changes in slope of R
against |H|, as illustrated in Fig. 6. On the contour plots shown in
Fig. 7A, the transitions are indicated by black points, linked as a
guide to the eye by black lines. Following the quadratic dependence
on the in-plane field found in Fig. 5, the data are plotted against Ha2.
The regions of enhanced Raa and Rbb, bounded by the transitions, are
shown together in Fig. 7B. Similar to the strain phase diagram (Fig.
3C), there is a region of overlap where both Raa and Rbb are enhanced,
which extends out to (m0Ha)2 ≈ (1.7 T)2.
If the large susceptibility of the phase to the in-plane field is due to
domain movement, then hysteresis might be expected when the applied
field is varied. Its high precision and the absence of sample heating make
the vector magnet an ideal tool to search for this hysteresis. Results of a
test in which Rbb was measured while increasing and then decreasing Ha
are shown in Fig. 8. Hc was simultaneously controlled to stay within the
overlap region, up to m0Ha ≈ 1.5 T: If the simultaneous enhancement of
raa and rbb within the overlap region is due to coexisting domains of
(100)- and (010)-oriented orders, then exiting and reentering the phase
with the strongest possible in-plane field should give the largest possible
change in domain configuration. However, the data show no resolvable
hysteresis. This test was performed at 50 mK, a factor of 20 lower than
the transition temperature into the phase. Another test for hysteresis
consisted of in-plane field rotations similar to those illustrated in Fig. 5,
with both clockwise and counterclockwise rotations. The rotations were
performed at values of q between 6° and 14° and spanned ϕ = 45°,
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where, in the case of spontaneous C2 symmetry, the applied field should
start to flip domains between (100) and (010) orientations. Again, no
definite hysteresis was observed.
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Fig. 7. Vector field results: Contour plots. (A) Raa and Rbb against |H| and Ha2,
with H = (Ha, 0, Hc), at T = 100 mK. The black points are the transition points into
enhanced-raa and enhanced-rbb phases, determined as illustrated in Fig. 6. (B) Outlines
of the regions of enhanced raa and rbb.
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Fig. 8. Looking for hysteresis. Two demonstrations of the absence of hysteresis,
in which Rbb was measured while increasing and then decreasing Ha. The upper
curves are offset by 2 × 10−5 ohms for clarity. I = 100 mA, H = (Ha, 0, Hc), T = 50 mK.
As shown in the inset, Hc was varied, whereas Ha was ramped to keep the sample
within the enhanced rbb phase up to (m0Ha)2 ≈ 2.3 T2.
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The measurements described above have confirmed the strong susceptibility of magnetotransport in Sr3Ru2O7 to two C2-symmetric fields:
orthorhombic lattice distortion through uniaxial pressure and in-plane
magnetic field. The former is a probe that has not been previously
applied to Sr3Ru2O7, whereas the vector magnetic field experiments
described above have probed for hysteretic and noise signatures of
domains with much higher precision than in any previous work.
Here, we first consider more carefully whether our results could be
explained by domains of a C2-symmetric order. We then briefly discuss
possible forms of microscopic coexistence of density waves relevant
to Sr3Ru2O7 that could explain our data, and discuss challenges in explaining the resistivity of the anomalous phase solely with density wave
order.
We believe that our results present a considerable challenge,
going beyond the observed lack of hysteresis, to models that appeal
to the formation and movement of domains to explain the transport
properties of Sr3Ru2O7. The basic issue is the following. In the
experiments, we repeatedly entered and exited the phase in the presence
of nonzero C2 field, so that any domain configuration should be at or
near the ground state under the applied C2 field. For domains to account
for the resistive properties of Sr3Ru2O7, they must persist to at least the
upper limits of the overlap regions. As shown in Figs. 3C and 7B, this
means that domains should exist, in the ground state, in strains up to
~4 × 10−4 and in-plane fields up to ~1.7 T. For this to be the case, there
must be a free energy minimum for domain formation that is stronger
than an interaction energy related to symmetry-breaking fields of
these strengths. Examination of simple candidate mechanisms illustrates the difficulty with this approach.
One possible mechanism for ground-state domain formation is
long-range interactions, which may be elastic or magnetic. If C2symmetric electronic order induces C2 lattice deformation that exceeds
the applied average strain, then domain formation would reduce the
total elastic energy of the system. The domain walls would be closely
analogous to twin boundaries of an orthorhombic lattice (24). However,
this mechanism is not quantitatively consistent with observations. The
lattice distortion resulting from in-plane fields high enough to saturate
the resistive anisotropy is known to be ~4 × 10−6 (48). That is, if the
phase is spontaneously C2-symmetric, then elastic interactions would
favor domain formation only up to an applied average strain of ~4 ×
10−6, which is two orders of magnitude less than the observed extent
of the overlap region (up to strains of ~4 × 10−4). Similarly, long-range
magnetic interactions could favor domain formation if the domains
have differing magnetizations (49). However, the order would need to
include in-plane ferromagnetism on at least a scale of ~1.7 T to stabilize
domains against an applied in-plane field of 1.7 T, and there is no expectation of that. For comparison, the larger metamagnetic jump (at
7.9 T) has a magnitude of m0DM = 0.008 T (35).
Another possible mechanism is random-field disorder, which could
result, for example, from locally oriented defects or inhomogeneous
strain. A C2-symmetric order might have domains in the ground state
if an internal disorder field has spatially varying orientation. In this
case, as the in-plane field is ramped, the ground-state domain
distribution should generally transition smoothly from all-(100) to
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modest applied C2 fields. In general, it would be interesting to determine
whether there is a deeper reason for the high perturbability of the phase.
We also note that the strong enhancement of the phase with strain could
have bearing on studies of the links between phase formation and
metamagnetic quantum criticality: Under strains above ~0.1%, the
region of phase formation appears to extend to fields considerably
above the metamagnetic transitions. We believe that this is a point
that deserves further study.
Finally, we note that although our data are qualitatively inconsistent
with a domain scenario, an outstanding challenge to any model not
relying on strong domain wall scattering is to understand the magnitude
of the resistivity enhancement. We have proposed direct identification
of raa and rbb enhancements with magnitudes of (100)- and (010)oriented order parameter components, that is, the intrinsic resistivity
of the ordered phase without observable domain wall scattering. This
model provides a qualitatively simple explanation for our data. However, the scale of the resistive change is not easy to understand. At large
strains, the ratio of resistivities parallel and perpendicular to the density
wave r||/r⊥ is ~2.4. For comparison, in elemental chromium, a 3D metallic spin density wave system with TN = 312 K, r||/r⊥, saturates at only
1.08 (54). Sr3Ru2O7 has at least seven Fermi surface sheets (17), and it
does not appear possible that nesting across a single wave vector could
gap away enough carriers to yield this strong anisotropy. Widespread
gapping also appears inconsistent with observed thermodynamic properties: The entropy and specific heat are highest in the region of phase
formation (35, 55, 56), indicating a large number of ungapped carriers.
If the observed resistivity is intrinsic and not due to domain wall
scattering (as the experiments reported here suggest), then understanding the magnitude of the changes in resistivity is a key issue for future
investigations of Sr3Ru2O7.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples were grown by means of a floating zone method (57) and cut to
the desired shape with a wire saw. The strained samples were 40 to
45 mm thick and 170 to 280 mm wide. Electrical contacts were made
with DuPont 6838 silver paste and cured at 450°C for ≈5 min. The
strained samples were secured in the strain apparatus with Stycast
2850, which was cured at a temperature of ≈65°C for several hours
to obtain a harder cure than at room temperature. For strained
samples #1, #2, and #3, the epoxy thickness was ≈80, 40, and 20
mm, respectively. For low-noise measurements of resistivity on strained
sample #1 and for the vector field data, we used low-temperature transformers to amplify the signal voltage. For samples #2 and #3, room temperature transformers were used.
Strained sample #1 was mounted in the same strain apparatus reported
by Hicks et al. (41, 58), which used a strain gauge for measurement of the
displacement applied to the sample. Samples #2 and #3 were mounted in
a newer apparatus with a capacitive displacement sensor. Through
comparison of the elastoresistive response outside the region of phase
formation, it was found that strains reported from the original apparatus needed to be multiplied by a factor of 1.6 to match those from the
newer apparatus, suggesting that the strain gauge somewhat impeded
the motion of the original apparatus. This correction factor was verified
with measurements on Sr2RuO4 and is included in strains reported here
for sample #1. All strains reported in this paper were also corrected for
an estimate of the epoxy deformation: Through finite element calculations, we estimated that 52, 68, and 78% of the applied displacement
were transmitted as sample strain to the exposed portion of samples
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all-(010), with the width of the transition determined by the distribution
of internal fields. Hysteresis and glassy dynamics are also possible, especially if the disorder has a short length scale (47). However, in both the
strain and vector field data the transitions into the overlap regions are
sharp in comparison with the width of the overlap, which is against expectations for strong disorder broadening. This is shown particularly in
Fig. 8, where the form of Raa(Ha) is much more consistent with a
transition at (m0Ha)2 ≈ 2.4 T2 than with disorder broadening of a
(100)-to-(010) transition at Ha = 0.
The above analysis is based on specific mechanisms for domain
formation, but the central issue is more general: Any domains present in the system have not only to be stable against substantial C2
fields but also to be associated with extremely weak hysteresis, below the resolution of our measurements. In general, these are contradictory requirements.
Given the rather strong arguments against the presence of domains
in the anomalous state, the most natural conclusion is that the observed
resistivity in the phase is the intrinsic resistivity, not a result of domain
wall scattering. Further, our data and analysis argue for the intrinsic
order being multicomponent, with microscopic coexistence of (100)and (010)-oriented components when applied C2 fields are not too
large. The argument that high resistivity is an intrinsic property of the
phase is supported by the fact that strong resistive anisotropy and
strong resistivity enhancement along the “hard” direction persist even
under strong C2 fields, where samples have been argued to be monodomain (34, 48).
With the above conclusions in mind, the close correlation observed
in the neutron scattering data of Lester et al. (34) between spin density
wave order and resistivity in the anomalous phase means that the
simplest hypothesis is to associate the two components with spin density waves. We cannot rule out the possibility that the spin modulations
observed in the neutron experiments are connected with further, as-yet
unobserved, charge order, but any discussion of this would be speculative in the absence of concrete observations in the charge sector.
In the scenario where resistivity is directly linked to spin density
wave formation, there are several possibilities for microscopic coexistence.
The simplest is that the (100)- and (010)-oriented waves coexist within
each layer, yielding a checkerboard-type order, perhaps similar to the
tetragonal spin density wave state recently discovered in iron pnictide
superconductors (50). The coexistence could also be microscopic but
spatially separated, with the (100) and (010) components existing in
alternate layers within each bilayer, yielding an inversion-symmetry–
broken state. This would be similar to the intralayer nematic order discussed by Puetter et al. (51), Yamase (52), and Hitomi and Yanase
(53), where it is proposed that Sr3Ru2O7 could host nematic order
but with the orientation of the nematicity alternating from layer to layer.
Another possibility is that the (100) and (010) components exist in
alternating bilayers.
Although we believe that the evidence for microscopic coexistence
is strong, the high susceptibility of the phase to C4 symmetry–breaking
fields is surprising. It may reflect fine-tuning, in that the order is only
weakly stable in the unstrained lattice and hence has a high general
susceptibility to perturbation. However, our observations could also
reflect a more specific high susceptibility toward C2 symmetry, for
example, if the (100) and (010) components compete reasonably
strongly but not strongly enough to prevent microscopic coexistence.
Another possibility is that, if the (100) and (010) components alternate
between layers or bilayers, then the coupling that stabilizes this alternation is likely to be weak, such that the density waves might reorient with
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#1, #2, and #3, respectively. In these calculations, we took the Young’s
modulus of the epoxy to be 15 GPa, and for Sr3Ru2O7, we took the elastic
tensor of Sr2RuO4 (59). Uncertainty in dimensions and elastic properties
give an approximately 20% proportional error on all strains quoted in
this study. No hysteresis against applied displacement was observed, indicating that the epoxy deformation was always elastic. Because of the
field dependence of the temperature sensor, the temperature of the
strained samples varied by ≈20 mK between 7 and 10 T.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/2/e1501804/DC1
fig. S1. Longitudinal response and transverse response for strained sample #2.
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